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ON ANTI~NVEXllYAND FORCING CONVEXITY IN GRAPHS
Lyndon B. Dec.asa I and Sergio R Canoy, Jr. 2
'Department of Mathematics
Northern Mindanao State Institute of Science and Technology, Butuan City
E-mail: lyndoD_decasa2003@yaho()..com
2D.epartment of Mathematics, College of Science. and Mathematics
Mindanao Sta.te University - Iligan Institute of technology, I1igan City
e-rnaH: csm-src@sulat.m$lliit.edu.ph
This study seeks to define the anti-convexity and forcing convexity concepts
in graphs and give some eharatterizations of graphs with a specifiedanti-convexity
number and forcing convexity number. Furthermore, it aims to show that the anticonvexity number 'Of a wnneete.d graph G cOllSilItmg ofk extreme vertices is equal
t'O k, lind dete!1nine the anti-convexity numbers 'Of some graphs .. Also, we show
that the toreing convexity number' of a connected graph G of order n;;:: 1 is n - 1
if and only if it is 1:Ortlplete graph K•. Moreover, we characterize those cOnhected
graphs G such that fean(G) =eon(G).
The study obtained the following results:
I. If Gis a connected graph with ii-complete. vertices, then acon(G) =k.
2. Let G be connected of order n. Then acol1(G) =11 ifand only ifG=K•.
3. Let F"," be the generalized fan of ordet-m+n. Then
(<I) acan(F••• )= 2 ifm = 1 and n>3 or m>2and n~3 or m""n=i;
(b) acon{Fm~.J= m ifm >'2 and n>1,2;
(c) acon(Fm,. ) = 3 ifm=l and n=2.
4. Let W",. nethe generalized wheel of order m+n, where m> 1 and n~3. Then
(a) acQn{Wm .) =~ .i fn is even;
:2
(b) acon(W." .)=n+ I ifn is odd;

2
(c) acon(W",,' ) =4
(d) acon:(W... .)=m

(e)acon(WtII.1I. ) ~ Z

ifm=l andn=3;
jf m?:2 and n=3;
ifm.>-2 and n>3.
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5. Let G and H be non-complete graphs such that acon(G+ H) " J. Then
acon(G+H) =2.
6. If G is any graph with ExI(G)=o, then acon(G+H)=IExt(G)I.
7. Let G be a connected graph. IU8'is a maximum convex set in G, then S is a
forcing subset for itself. In particular,
8. Let G be a connected graph. If G has a unique maximum convex set S, then the
empty set (j is a forcing subset for S. In this. case,
9. Let G be a connected graph with k-complete vertices (k~ I).
Thenfcon(G)=k-l.
10. Let K. be the complete graph of order n~ l. Thenfcon(K) =n-1 ifand only if
G=K .
•
II. Let G be a connected graph of order n>3. Thenfcon(G) =con(G) if and only
if for every maximum convex set S of G, <S> is complete andfcon{S) = lSI.
Keywords: gmph, convex, anti-convexity number, forcing convexity number.
complete, join, set of extreme vertices
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Jl'Ii'DUCED CYCLEACCESSlBlLlTY NUMBER OF A GRAPH
John Benedid T. Ayawan, Kimberly Hazel B. Camloo*, Marve Ann A. Echavez,
Meldreo C. Garong, Joan B. Ybanez, and Rosalio G.Artes, Jr.
Department of Mathematics, College of Science and Mathematics
Mindanao State University - lIigan Institute of Technology
Andres Bonifacio Avenue, Tibanga, 9200 lIigan City
Email: ·misyr_khbc@Yahoo.com.ph
Given a connected graph G, we define the distance daCu,v) berween rwo
vertices u and v ill G as the length of a shortest path joining u and v in G. For any
positive integer m greater than 2, we define an m-cycle of G as a cycle in G of order
m induced by a subset of V(G). We say that G is an m-cycle k-accessible graph if
G contains an m-cycle C. such that for every vertex v in the vertex set of G, there
exists a vertex u in the vertex set of C., such that the distance berween vertices u
and v in G is at most k. The m-cycle accessibility number of G is given by
hm(G)~min{k: G is an m-cycle k-accessible graph}. We use the convention that
whenever a connected graph G has no cycle of order m, then we denote by positi ve
infinity its corresponding m-cycle accessibility number.
We have shown in this study that for every pair of positive integers m and k
where m is at least three, there exists a unicyclic graph G with m-cycle accessibility·
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number exactly equal to k. In addition, for every pair of positive integers m and n
with the property that m is at most 11 and m is at least three, we developed an
algorithm in generating a connected graph G of order n with m-cycLe accessibility
number equal to n"m. We have also characteri7.ed graphs whic.h have m-cycle
accessibility number equal to zero and those with m-cyc.le accessibllity number
equal to one. Lastly, the induced cycle accessibility number of some special graphs
and graphs resulting ITom some binary operations are generated.
Keywords: distance, induced cycle, k-accessible, cycle accessibility, unicyclic

CMPSD-3
INDUCED CYCLE COVERING OF GRAPHS

Frances Mae C. Dumalagan, Euler Yoland B. Guerrero
Gillian Sofia L. Samson·, The.a Lynn P. Coronel
and Rosalio G Artes, Jr.
Department of Mathematics, College of Science .and Mathematics
Mindanao State University - I1igan InstitUte of Technology
Andres Bonifacio Avenue, Tibauga, 9200 Iligan City
*Email: misYT....gslS@yahoo.com
Let G be a connected graph such that for every vertex v in the vertex set of G,
the degree of v in G is at least 2. An induced cycle of G is a cycle in G induced by
a subset of V(G). A family 7r'{%I'SZ""'S,} of subsets of V(G) is an induced cycle
cover of G iffor every i= 1,2, ... ,k, thesubgraph induced by S, is a cycle in G and for
every edge e in the edge set of G, there exists r in the set {I ,2, ... ,k} such that e in
an edge of the graph induced by S, The induced cycle covering number of G is
given by icc( G) = min HS'J : S is an induced cycle cover of O}.
We have shown in this paper that for every pair of positive integers nand k
where n is at least 4 and 3k is at least n, there exists a connected graph G of order
n with cycle covering number equal to one more than k. We also established sharp
bounds for the induced cycle covering number of a graph. Moreover, we
characterized graphs with induced cycle covering number equal to one. In addition,
we determined the induced cycle covering number of cycle, fan, wheel, platonic
solids, complete graph, complete bipartite graph, and graphs resulting ITom the
join and corona of two non-empty graphs.
Keywords: induced cycle, induced cycle covering number, platonic solids
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INDUCED PATH ACCESSmlLITY AND DECOMPOSABD.JTY
NUMBERS OF GRAPHS
Dexter J. Resullar, Mary Joy F. Luga*,
and Rosalio G Artes, Jr.
Department of Mathematics, College of Science and Mathematics
Mindanao State University - lIigan Institute of Techi'lology
Andres Bonifacio Avenue, Tibanga, 9200 lIigan City
*misyr_ mjfl@yahoo.com
An m-path ofa graph G is a path in G of order m induced by a subset of V(G).
For a connected graph G, the distance da(u,v) between two vertices u and v in Gis
the length of a shortest path joining u and v in G We say that G is an m-path kaccessible graph .ifthere exists an m-path P" of G such that for every vertex v in
the vertex set ofG, there exists a vertex u in the vertex set of P_" such that da(u,v)
d" k. The m-path accessibility number of G is given by g..(G) = min{k: G is an mpath k-accessible graph} .
A subset S of V(G) is an m-path decomposable set if there exists a collection
c = {S, S" S3' __ _, S,} of subsets ofSsuch that for each; = 1,2,3, ... , r, the subgraph
induced by Si is an m-path in G, S) "~ = 0 for; ' '' j, and the union of the elements
of C is the set S. The m-path decomposability number of G is given by fm(G) =
maxI lSi: S is an m-path decomposable subset of V(G)} .
In this study, we provided necessary and sufficient conditions for a graph G
to have an m-paih accessibility number equal to one and those with m-path
decomposability number equal to its order. We also established results on the mpath accessibility number and m-path decomposability number of path, cycle,
wheel, fan, complete graph, complete bipartite graph, and graphs resulting from
the join and corona of two connected graphs. Moreover, we have shown tbat for
every pair of positive integers m and k, there exists a graph G such that g.(G) = k.
Further, we have shown that for any pair of positive integers nand m where m d"
nand m divides n, there exists a graph G of order n with r meG) = n.
Keywords: distance, induced path, k-accessible, accessibility number,
de~mposable set, decomposability number
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ON THE SPAN AI'll) EXTENT OF UNIT-J)ISTANCE

GRAPHS IN THE PLANE
Severino V. Gervacio', Hiroshi Maebara 2, JoselitoA. Uy'*
'Mathematics Department, De La Salle University, Manila
2 College of Education, Ryukyu University, Okinawa, Japan
' Mathematics Department, MSU-lligan Institute of Technology, I1igan City
Tel: 0632214050 loc 140; E-mail:jauy@mathJ.msuiit.edu.ph
A unit-distance graph in the plane is a.graph whose vertices can be represented by distinct points in the plane such tbat the distances between pairs of
points representing adjacent vertices are all equal to I. For each unit-distance
representation of a finite unit-distance graph G, there is a smallest circumscribing
circle. The infimum of the diameters of these circles, taken over all unit-distance
representations ofG, is called the span ofG. On the other hand, the supremum of the
diameters of all such circles is called tbe extent ofG.
It is natural to think that the span and the extent of a unit-distance graph
are related to its diameter. We show here that for any given real number I> > 0, there
exists a unit-distance graph G in the plane such that the ratio ofthe span of G to the
diameter of G is less than e. Also, we prove that the extent of G does not exceed
2.J3

/3 times. the graph-theoretic diameter of G. We show further that for every

integer d ~ 1, there exists a unit-distance graph G in the plane with diameter dand
extent equal to 2d.J3

/3 .

Keywords: 1m it-distance graph, span, extent, diameter ofa graph
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MISSING TERMS OF RELLICH INEQUALITY

Alnar L J:>etalla', Toshio Horiuchi', Hiroshi Ando~
'Department of Mathematics, Central Mihdanao University, Musuan Bukidnon
'Department ofMathematicalScie41ce, lbaraki University, Milo City, Japan
nmai): al_detaIla@yah.oo.com
Consider the Rellichinequality

~.Au(x)l l' dX ~ rn - 2p
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\,
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rrp - n

, \,
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fiU(~)~P ch

Ixl .
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forany ueWo2''' (.n),where

n

isaboundeddomainin R"with 0 6 11, n ?3,

and I < P < ;. We improve this inequality by adding terms with singular
R ~1-2
! log 1'1'. in the right hand side. We also show that this

('
weight of type

\,

,x i

weight function is optimal in the sense that the inequality fails foreany other
weight function more singuLar than this one. As an application, we use the
improved inequality ill solving weighted eigenvalue problem fOT ihe operator

L

,U =
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Main result

Theorem. 4~t n ;:: 3, () E!l and n is abounded domain in R".
(1) Noncritical case

II( < P < 2'n)
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Assume

r ~ 2.

then there exist K = K(n) > 0 and C

=C(n) > 0

such that

if R > K sup Ixl
n

then

(2)
for any u E W02.P (O~

(2) Critical case

Assume

n
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= K ' (n) > 0
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0;

C' (n) > 0
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Keywords: Rellich inequality. Sharp consll!nt, Eigenvalue. p-Iaplacian.
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NO~1NGULARITY

OF THE COMPLEMENT OF
STARPATHS AND COMBS

Helen M. Rara and MatbltbiasS;Aviles II

Mathematics Department, MSU- Higan Institute ofTechnology, I1igan City
Telefax: 063 2214068; Email: helenrara@yahoo.com;
csm-hmr@suJat.msuiit.edu.ph
The adjacency matrix ora graph G having vertices vI, "2 , ..., v n is the n x
nmatrix A(O)=[aij] where aij =1 if v; isadJacentto v) and

Qij=O

otherwise. We say that a graph is singular if its adjacency matrix is singular, l.e.,
det A (G) = 0; otherwise we say that it is non-singulllf. Formulas for the
determinant ofthe adjacency matrix of the complement ofstarpaths and combs
are shown in tb:i\i paper and from these formulas the non-singularity of the
complement of these graphs was determined.
The following results are obtained in this study, where Cb n and

S n Pm denote the complement of comb and starpath graphs respectively:
.t. -)

1. det A\Cb n

n is. odd
=itro(-l)n_.I (n -I) if.
.
If n IS even

2. Forn> 2 andm

detA(snPm)=

~

I,

o

ifm=O(mod3)

(m3J~

ifm ... l(mod3)

. (_l)n- I [n(n-l~(m-2)] if m == Z(mod 3)
3. The comb Cb. has non-singular complement ifand only ifn is even;
4. The complement of a starpath S.P.. is non-singular if and only ·i f m *- 2 and m
is not divisible by 1.

Keywords: adjaceflcy matrix, non-singular graph, $tarpath, comb
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CMPSD4!
TRIMMED MEAN AS AN ADAPTIVE ROBUST ESTIMATOR
OF A LOCATION PARAMETER FOR 'i\'EmJJLLDISTRIBUTION
Car-oilnn B.Baguio
M~1J-Iligan

Instimte of Technology, f1igan City
Tel: 090635434077; Email: cbbaguio@yahoo.com
One of the purposes of the robust method of estimation is to reduce the
influence of outliers in the data on the estimates. The outliers arise from gross
errors or ccmtamination from lIis~ibutions with long tait~. The trimmed mean is a
robust estimate. This means that it is not sensitive to violation of distributional
assumptions of the dat3. It is called an adaptiw estimate when the trimming.
pr,)portion is determined from the data rather than being fixed a "priori' .
111 tltis paper, .the efficienpy and robustness of an adaptive trimmed mean
was examined, wlrere the trimming proportion is determined by a ratio of two
trimmed means and compare the effiCiency with fIXing th-elrimming proportion.
The ratio is taken to he a measure oEthe tail lengths of the Wei bull Distribution
when the scale parameter is set to Ya. This distribution \!Vas ehos.en beeause of its
versatility in approximating all exponential, a nonnal, ora skewed distribution
depending on the parameter values.
It was found that the Ratio of taillengt!ls of the Weibull distribution increases
in magnitudes as the trimming proportion inc;reases, On the othllr hand, the
asymptotic variances decrease as the trimming proportions increase. It was also
revealed empirically that the .standard errol' of the adaptive trimmed mean using
the ratio of tail lengths is relatively smaller Ulan when the trimming proportions
were flXed,a ' priori'.
Keywords: adaptive robust estimate,
Weibull distribution

L-e~1imates,

tail length, location parameter,
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SOME TREES WITH DIAMETER 5ANDNON-8INGULAR COMPLEMENT

StlverillO V. Gervacio l and Belen M. Rara1

Mathematics Department, De La Salle University-Manila
Email: gervac.ios@dlsu.edu.ph
2Mathematics Department, MSU-lligan Institute of Technology, Higan City
Email: csm-hmr@sulat.msuiit.edu.ph.belenrara@yahoo.com
I

The adjacency matrix of a graph G having vertices Vl, v2 ,... , vn
isthenxnmatril{ A(G) = [aij] where aU =1 if vi is adjacent to

Vj

and

aij=o otherwise.. We say that a graph is singular if its adjacency matrix is.

singUlar, i.e., det A(G) = 0; otherwise we say that it is non-singular. We
shall consider here trees with diameter 5 having the additional property that
every nonpendant vertex has a constant degree L'. . Such a tree will be
called a T!J. (5)-tree. We shall show an infinite class of (5)-trees with nonsingular complement.
The following results are obtained in this study:

I ... Let be diSjoint complete graphs, where t 1. Form a new graph G
by joining each vertex a/to a new vertex Xd 1 = 1, 2.... ,t. Let n =
n. + nl' + ... + n, + 1, the order of G Then .
2. The graph G in result 1 is non-singular if and only if TI, = I for at
most one value of i.
3. The maximal (S)-tree has a non-singular complement if and only if
> 2.
Keywords: adjacency matrix, non-singular graph, complement of a graph, trees of

diameter 5
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CONSTRUCTION OF WW COST PC AND
MICROCONTROLLER"BASED LOGIC ClRturr ANALYZER
Archieval G Briones and Alvin Joseph J. Faustino·
Physics Division. Institute of Mathematical Sciences and Physics
University of the Philippines Los Banos, College, Laguna 4031
Tel: 63 49 5361841: Fax: 63495366610: Email: aiifaustino@uplb.edu.ph
This study aims to construct a low cost logic analyzer that analyzes and
displays digital signals and state transitions of medium scale logic circuits. A logic
analY:ler acquires and stores digital data from a digital circuit and displays it so a
user can lo,ate and determine the faults and behaviors of a certain digital system
under test. It allows the user to look at more lines in a digital drcuit which an
ordinary osci lloscope cannot do. One big problem with the commercially available
logic analyzers is its high cost. The low end version costs around half a million
pesos. An e lectronic enthusiast or hobbyist cannot affotd to have this tool at
home. The so lution is to provide a low cost version of logic analyzers.
A ZiLOG microcontroller was programmed to enable it to acquire data from
the circuit under test and transfer the data to the computer through the serial port.
The main user-interface software was created using a Graphical User Interface tool
and was able to show sufficient amount of data to view the transitipns of the
signals of the .circuits under test.
The analyzer was calibrated by testing it on different signa l frequencies
using a function generator. The maximum acquisition frequencies derived on this
(est were 1.46 MHz. 1.11 MHz, 1.06 MHz, and 876 kHz for the 8, 16,23, and 28
channels respectively. The computed maximum signal frequencies were 146 kHz,
111 .8 kHz, 106.9 kHz, and 86.7 kHz for the 8-channels, 16-channels, 23-channels.
and 28 channels timing mode respectively. Also a set of medium speed logic circuits
was tested and their logic analysis and graphs were recorded and studied.
Results showed that the logic analyzer timing mode was able to analyze
medium sca le digital circuits that have typical frequencies of around 500Hz to 100
kHz. Although frequencies above this range would still exhibit recognizable
transition patterns. the more acceptable signal frequencies must be 10 times the
acquisition frequency in order to get more accurate number of samples.
Keywords: Logic Analyzer, Microcontroller
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CMPSD-J2
FABRICATION OF PERCHLORIC-OOPED POLYANlSIDINE FILM
USING POLYVINYLACETATE (pYA) AS BINDER

Francis M. Emrafuio*, Marvin U. Herrera
Materials Physics Laboratory, Physics Division
Institute QfMathematical Sciences and Physics
University O'fthe Philippines LO'S Baflos, CO' liege, Laguna 4031
Tel: 63 49 5361841; Fax: 63 49 5366610; Email: &aulin_06@yahoo.cem
The authQrs were successful in drawing the percblQric acid-dO'ped
PQlyanisidine (PAnis) PO'wder intO' films using the PO'lyvinyl acetate (PVA) as binder.
PO'lyanisidine is a conducting PO'lymer; they are plastics that exhibit metallic behaviQr. PcrchlQric acid (HeIO.) was used as dopant since it knewn to imprO've the
electrical prQperties O'f polyanisidine. PO'lyvinyl acetate is a low-cO'st binder. The
authors want to' emphasize that PYA was included to' serve as binder and nO't to'
imprO've its electrical properties. It is hO'wever expected that the inclusiO'n efPVA
would decrease the cO'nductivity O'f the samples since it has lower conductivity
than perchlQric-dQped PO'lyanisidine. It is desired to draw powder pelymer into
fi Ims to' increase the manageability Qf usage which includes conducting straps and
cO'atings. PO'lyanisidine was synthesized using oxidative PQlymerizatiQn. The resulting PO'lyanisidine powder was mixed with different ratiO's O'fPVA to' produce the
films. It was shQwn that it is possible to' draw PAnis film from using the fol lewing
mass ratiO's (PAnis:PVA): I: I, I :2, I :3, 1:4, and 1:5. 1\vQ sets Qfthe mixtures were
casted intO' silicQn Qxide and sensitized film which acted as substrates. The silicO'n
O'xide substrates were rigid substrate while the sensitized films were flexible substrate. This paper alsO' aims to' determined the cQnductivity O'f the film from the
current-voltage graph using feur-point probe.
KeywO'rds: PolyanL~idine, CO'nducting PQlymer
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CMPSD-13
POLY:\IlER E]\;TANGLEMENT \-\iITH A MAGNETIC FLUX

Mark Nolan P. Confesor*', Jinky R Bornales',
Christopher C. Berni!1o b, M.V. Carpio BernidQ h
• Physics Department. MSU - Iligan Institute QfTechllology,
Uigan City 9200, Philippines
b Research Center for Theoretical Physics, Central Visayan hisitute Foundation,
Jag!1a, Bohol 6308, Philippines
In this paper we consider the entanglement problem ofa: polymer interacting
wilh a magnetic flux confined along a second polymer oriented along the z-axis.
We take the first polymer to lie on a plane subJec.ted to a potential, V "" q

where q is the net charge oflhe repeating unit of!he polymer, and

A.; ,

A the veclOr

potential due to the magnetic flull<D confi!1~d along the straight polym~r. FolIowing
the diffurential equation approach ofWiegel, We then calculate the entanglement
probability

Wn for the first polymer to wind n times around the straight polymer

and obtain the result,

IE- "

r,

fl

1
NIl
Wn :::: Ry Nl 2exp - N/ 2 { 2rmR + 2R <1) I ').1., where N is the number
"

J

of repeatil'lg units, each oflength I. and R is the distance of the polymer on the
plane fro)1l the origin. Qur result agr!!es with the .earlier resu!tobtained using white
noise functional approach.

KeywordS: entanglement, winding probabilities
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CMPSD-14
TRANSIENT SURFACE PHOTOVOLTAGE ANALYSIS
OF SILICON MOSFET TR.+.NSISTOR
Arvin Tan· and Marvin U. Herrera
Physics Division, Institute of Mathematical Sciences and Physics
University of the Philippines Los Bailos, College, Laguna 4031
Tel: 63 49 5361841 ; Fax: 63 495366610; Email: rvintan@yahoo.com
The surface band gap states of silicon in Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field
Effect Transistor (MOSFET) were determined by the technique of Surface
Photovoltage (SPy) Spectroscopy under ambient temperature and pressure. The
silicon substrate was illuminated with varying photon wavelengths ranging from
400 nm to 1998 nm to monitor the band bending in Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
(MOS) structure. This was done to fmd surface states position by which the
contact potential difference is proportional to the band bending. Illumination of
the sample with varying energies reveal two surface states, one at 0.97 eV and the
other at 1.05 eV above valence band maximum. These states appeared to be bulk
states appearing in the surface, their energy posi.tions are comparable to the impurity
bind ing site energy. The transient measurements in between the surface states
were determined from the SPV versus time plots. This was done by illuminating the
sample with single light wavelength in accordance with the surface states energy
positions by which both has identical distribution of energies between them. The
surface pbotovoltage transient measurements were used in the calculation of the
surface stares lYdrameter,
Keywords: Surface Photovoltage Spectroscopy, Metal-Oxide-Scmiconductor
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THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR IN A UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD:
A WHITE NOISE FUNCTIONAL APPROACH

Enrico B. Gravador and NOrbJilah D. Liodao
Physics Department, MSV-Iligan Institute of Technology, Jligan City
The Harmonic Os.cillator in a Imiform electric field is solved using White
Noise Path Integration. Streit and Hida (19&3) interpret the Propagator as the
expectation
value
of
the
Feynman
Functional,
K(x"x 2 ;O, t)

= E{exp[

is(x) / TJ]}

Operationally, this is given as the T-

transform of the Feynman Functional. By a change of variable, the Lagrangian of
Harmonic Oscillator in uniform electric field is transformed into the Lagrangian of
Hannonic Oscillator plus a constant tenn.
To implement a White Noise Functional approach, the path is parametrized
as
Brownian
Fluctuations
about
the
sure
path ,

x(1') =y(r) +(l1 l m )l" B(1'),
generalized function

{At1');

T &

00

O<r<l.

£i)

=

ifi. is

an infinite dimensional space.

interpreted as a
The collection

R} of generalized functions forms a continuum coordinate system.

The action containing the quadratic term in x can be expanded in TayllJr series
about the sure path y( T)

== O. Parametrization of the path leads to

Getting the T-transform yields the propagator of Harmonic Osci'llator io uniform electric field:
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wavefunctiQns are
We realize that the energy spectrum and wavefunctiQns agree with those fQund
by solviHg the Schrtldinger equation.
Keywords:
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GEOMORPHOLOGICA.L CHARACTERIZATION OF TJIE
NOVEMBER 20M DEBRIS FLOW AA'D FLOODL~G IN INFANTA,
QUEZON: UNDERSTANDING HA1AIIDS ANn MANAGING RL~KS
Ada Liezl Maria C. Lim, Rene J una R. Claveria"', Teresita R.. Perez

Department .of Environmental Science, Ateneo de Manil\i University
Telefllx: 024264321; Email: rcIaveria@ateneQ.edu
The Philippines is one .of the cQuntries. vulnerable t.o disasters caused by
natural calamities due tQ its geologic setting and geographk locatiQn. Flooding,
landslides,.earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are mQst CQmmQn. Calamities due
tQ natural disasters have seemingly been more frequent world wide. The municipality .of Infanta, Quezon experienced debris fl.ow and flooding ill November 2004,
which resulted in the loss of lives and damage to properties.
Characterization of the debris flows, landslides and flooding in Infanta was
done to \lnderstand better eve.nts leadingtP the Nowmber2004 disaster. GeomorphQl.ogic studies were utilized to appreciate better the mechanisms leading to the
disaster. Secondary data from the techn ieal st\ldies conducted in Quezon and
Aurora were used.
Infanta is a floQd )i)tain of the Agos watershed. Geom.orphic changes in the
Agos.River Delta through time had shaped the Infanta landscape .. Precipitation in
November 2004 was recorded 2400% higher than tlle long term average min fall.
This contributed t.o the increase in pore-water pressured and .over saturation of
the soil. These led to mass movements and debris tlo,,;'s. Artificial dams were
formed in both Kanan and Kaliwa Rivers. The breaching ofthe dams resulted in
the high v.olume of water fl.ow carrying debris and mud. This inundated Infanta.
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There were nO .hIstorical re.cords available on floods, landslides and debris flows in
Infanta and neighboring municipalities: Howeverempirical data indicated similar
events had happened before.
A portfolio of risk management options was. proposed to prepare the local
people to the hazards of floods and debri3 flows. With!l better understancting of
the natural pfO'cesses and consequences, integrated flood.p lain strategies are to
be Implemented. Sustainable development, eC(llogy and eeo.nomy should
complement the strategies. These will hOl"efully help fufanra develop, implement
and monitor risk manllgtlment programs.

Keywords: geomorphology, debris flow, flooding, natural hazard, risk assessment,
Infanta, Quezon, Agos River
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GPS.I)ERIVED PRECIPITASLE \VATER VAPOR
AT A TROPICAL 1,OCATION
Lorenzo de 1& Fuentel ', Daniel McNamara 'S Pand Harold Ritchie-'

'Department of Environmenta! Science, Ateneo de Manila University
Tel: 63 2 4254321; Email: Idelafucnte@ateneo.edu
' Manila ObseJ"\latory, Tel: 63 2 426592 1; Email: danie.J@observatory.ph
lDepartroent ofOceanography, Dalhousie University
Tel: 1 9.024543371; Email: hal.ritchie@ec.gc.ca
Zenith Wet Delay (ZWD) ls a nuisance component embedded in Global
Positioning System (GPS) meaSurements from which meteorological water vapor
(WV) equivalent may be derived. Station PIMO of the International OPS service
(lOS) has operated since 1998, but multi·annual analysis of these records has not
previously been edQn.c. In this. study hourly averages· for ZWD and WVe"uivalent
are compiled for mcmthly, seasonal, annual and multi·annual periods, which should
be comparable to standard meteorological m.oisture observations. Monthly
averages are also compiled for seasonal, annual and mu\ti·annual periods with
particular focus on the 1999·2000 La Nina, and sbould reflect above a~{age
moisture levels characteristic of the event. Hourly GPS data are also used to calib?ate
derived WV equivalellt5 against rain gaug~ measurements during significant stonns
such as Typhoons Xangsane and eimaron in 2006, which may provide useful
predictors relevant to storm track and intensity.
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EXIGUOLIDE, A NEW MACROLIDE FROM THE
MARINE SPONGE Geodia exigua.
Mylene M. Uy", Shinji Ohts b ', Mihoko Yanai', Emi Ohta",
Toshifumi Hirata" and Susumu Ikegamib
"Department of-Chemistry, MSU- \ligan Institute of Technology
9200 IIigan City, Philippines
'1el.: (063) 221-4051 loc 123; e-mail: csm-mmu@sulat.msuiit.edu.ph
bNagahama Institute of Bio- science and Technology, 1266 Tamura-cho,
Nagahama, Shiga 5,26-0829, Japan; e-mail: s_ohta@nagahama-i-bio;8c.jp
'Natural Science Center for Basic Research and Development & -<
dDepartmcnt of Mathematical and Life Sciences, Graduate School of Science,
Hiroshima University, 1-3-1
Kagamiyama, Higashi-Hiroshima
739-8526, Japan.
Marine sponges have provided
o
"'" 16
a seemingly inexhaustible supply of
30
bioactive metabolites. In the course
13
of our continuing search for inhibitors
o
0'"
29i1
on echinoderm fertilization from
HCO~
7
9
3
28
marine sIYonges, we isolated a new
macrolide designated exiguoLide (I)
from the MeOH extract of the sponge Geodia exigua Thiele (order Astrophorida,
fiunily Geodiidae).
The .gross structure of 1 was determined by interpretation of spectroscopic
data. Its relative stereochemistry wa~ elucidated on the' basis ofNOESY correlations
and vicinallH couplings. Conformational searches were performed for all possible
stereo isomers of 1 using CAChe CONFLEX program with the MM2 force field for
energy minimization field (CAChe version 5.5; Fujitsu Co., Tokyo, Japan) to give
the only conformational model with 3R*, 78*, 9R*, 138*, 158*, ISR*, 19R*
configuration whose calculated proton distances and dihedral angles were in full
agreement with the observed NOE correlations and vicinal IH couplings. The
relative stereochemistry of 1 was supported by the J-based config uration analysis
method.
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A Ithough many biologically acti ve macrolides have been obtained from
marine organisms , t~ere are very few compounds having the
methoxycarbonylmethylidenetetrahydropyran ring system among them. ExiguoJide
possesses this unique chemical feature which is 8.lso found in the antineoplastic
compounds, bryostatins.
Sea urchin (Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus) gametes were treated with I to
investigate its effects on fertilization 'and egg activation. Concentrations at or
higher than 21 11M of l prevented fertilization. However, I at 100 11M did not affect
the development of fertili zed eggs up to the gastrula stage.
Keywords: biologically-active compounds; natural products; marine sponges;
macrolide; sea urchin
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BIOTECHNOLOG ICAL PRODUCfION OF STRUCTURED LIPIDS:
A study 011 the Triglyceride 8P1lcies and Fatty
Acids of Some Fu ngalOiis
Laura J. Pham* and Preey M. Rasco
Food, Feeds and Specialty Products Biotechnology Program
BIOTECH, U.P. Los Banos, College. Laguna, 4031
Email: laura@lgn.csi.com.. ph
Structured lipids or tai lored fats are being developed now to meet the needs
oftoday's consumer. The enzymatic process of modification is one of the advances
in the fats and oils biotechnology which gives an additioll al level of flexibility in
controlling and designing structured lipids or interesterified oils. Our research
work in BIOTECH targeted the incorporation of omega-3 fatty acids such as DHA,
EPA, Cl-linolenic acid and omega-6 fatty acid such as y-linolenic acid and linoleic
acid into coconut oil so that a structured lipid containing both medium chain fatty
acids providing a dense source of calories which the body can readily use and
omega-3 and 6 for important biological functions is prepared through enzymatic
interesterification. The current interest in the nutritional role of these fatty acids
has stimulated research into their production by a number of fungal sources which
are active in the synthesis of polyunsaturated fatty acids.
The present study looked at the oil content and lipid molecular species of
oleagineous fung i obta in e d from the BIOTECH Microbial Culture
Coliection.Potential oil yielding fungal isolates investigated were originally twentyfour (24) strains but trimmed down to seven (7) strains based on the biomass and
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penent oil content. Lipid class ana lysis of the fungal oils hy thin layer
chromatography and quantification by the BIOSOFT quantiscan program showed
the presence oftriglycetides, diglycerides,monoglycetides, free fatty acids, sterols
and cholesteryl esters with tdglycerides being the major class.
The fatty acid profile of the isolates showed high un saturation, the highest
being that of Trichosporon inulinum (BIOTECH strain 2090) at 50.51%. The
presence of the omega-6 fatty acid linoleic acid ranged from 0.19 to 18.24% in the
fungal oils. Minor polyunsaturated fatty acids detected were y-linolenic and
eicosapentaenoic (EPA) acid.
The triglyceride molecular species were of the USU, SU2 and U3 types (Ssaturated; U-unsaturated) which are considered of nutritional importance .
Dominant triglyceride molecules are that of PN46 and PN48 and the lowest being
PN40.Results of this study showed the promise offungal oils in the production of
structured lipids, the fats of the future.
Keywords: Modification, interesterification, triglyceride, fungal iso lates, fatty
acids
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PERFORMANCES A.."ID COl,oR EVAl,UATION OF DYED
CROSSLINKED AND UNTREATED COTTON USL~G ACHUETE (BixD
orellana) ANi> SIBUKAO (CaeaJpinla sappam L) Dye Powder
Lorna T, Enerva!,ElbertC. Carillo', Maria ChristieA. Cardillo',
Ryan C. Yotoe' and Julius L. Leano Jr.)
'SciTech Rand D Center & "College of Science
Polytechnic University of the Philippines
'Philippine Textile Research Institute, DOST, Siclltan, Taguig Manila
Email: lom~nerva@yahoo.com
Cotton fabric samples were prepared for dyeing. l'hey were desized, scoured
and mordanted. The cotton fabric was dyed I)sing achuete and sibukao dye powder
under different conditions, dyeing temperature (room temperature and boiling),
liquor ratio ( I :20, 1:30 and 1:50) and dye concentrations (4%,6% and 8%). Half of
me cotton fabric samples were SUbjected to crosslinking and the other half remained
untreated. The samples were evaluated for colour fastness performances. The dye
absorbed by cotton was analyzed using UV-Vis spectroscopy.
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The absorption !;un ~s under different dyeing conditions revealed that the
higher the dye t:lllll:cnlral ion, higher temperature and lower liquor ratio resulted in
higher dye absorption of cotton using both achuete and sibukao powder.
The absorption curves also revealed thatthe rate of dye absorption of achuete
on CuSO,- mordanted cotton was rapid during the first 30 minutes and slowed
down after 60 minutes while sibukao, alum and CuSO. mordanted cotton showed
relatively rapid dye absorption during the fitst 30 m inutes which it slowed down
with minimal absorption further taking place.
The res.ults of the colour fastness dye exhaustion for achuete,and sibukao
dyed cotton revealed the effectiveness of cross linker when applied to cotton. It
enhanced the resistance of dyed cotton under different dyeing conditions as
shown by colour fastness tests to light and washing.
Keywords: mordant, dye, cross linking, colour fastness , achuete, sibukao
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SPME- A SIMPLE, SOLVENT-FREE EXTRACfION METHOD
FOR FlAVOR COMPOUNDS FROM GLUTEN HYDROLYSATE

AND GLUCOSE
Marissa V. Rome.ro
Rice Chemistry and Food Science Division
Philippine Rice Research Institute, Ma!igaya
Science City ofMufioz, 3119,Nueva Ecija
Telernx: (044) 456-0277; -0258; loeal245
Email: mvr@philrice.gov.ph; rnanssa9396@yahoo.com
Solvent extraction is the conventional method in isolating target compounds
from a sample matrix. It is, however, plagued with possible health hazards posed
. hy the organic solvents and environment problem due to waste disposal. In th is
, study, solid phaSe microextraction (SPME) was evaluated as alternative to solvent
extraction in obtaining the volatile compounds from enzymatically hydrolyzed
gluten and reducing sugar. SPME is a simple, rapid, and solvent-free extraction
technique based on the partitioning equilibrium of analytes between the sample
matri x and the extraction medium. It is also compatible with common separation
techniques such as gas chromatography and high performance iiq l:l id
chromatography.
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To increase the utilization of gluten, a waste by-product of starch processing,
it was hydrolyzed .with Umamizyroe :m.Q.OluJ~rpiJlas.e to obt!!il). su.bstJ:lltes for
Maillard reaction. The bydrolysates were heated with glucose at 155"C for two
hours. The flavor compounds generated were then isolated by SPME and analyzed
by gas chromatography. To optimize the extraction efficiency, various parameters
such as SPME fiber, sample pH, and extraction temperature were investigated.
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polydimethylsiloxane-divinylbenzene (pDMS-DVB),
and carboxen-polydimethylsiloxane (CAR-PDMS) were evaluated as polymer
stationary phase of the SPME fiber. Based on the peak areas, CAR-PDMS exhibited
the best extraction performance, suggesting that the isolated analytes were mostly
bipolar compounds with relatively low molecular weights. Sample pHs 3.0, 6.0, and
9.0 and extraction temperatures 20 "C, 40 DC, and 60 DC were also studied. The most
basic pH and the highest temperature gave the best results, indicating the influence
of these parameters in the distribution ofan analyte in the different phases and the
speed of mass transfer. By optimizing the extraction conditions, SPME was found
to be a suitable, simpler, and more environment-friendly extraction method for
flavor compounds generated from the Maillard products of hydrolyzed gluten and
glucose.
Keywords: solid-phase microextraction, gluten hydrolysate, Umamizyme,
Glutaminase, Maillard reaction, polydimethylsiloxane, polydimethylsiloxanedivinylbenzene, carboxen-polydimethylsiloxane
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FLAVORFUL RICE WINE FROM LABORATORY PREPARED
Bubod (STARTER CULTURE)

Ma. Jophine C. Abla7.a, Amelia M. Valerio,
Henry F. Mamucod and Evelyn H. 8adonill
Rice Chemistry and Food Science Division, Philippine Rice Research Institute,
Central Experiment Station, Science City ofMul\oz
Nueva Ecija, 3119 Philippines
Telefax Number. 044-4560-2851258 local 245
E-mail Address.mjcablaza@philrice.gov.ph
Markets for rice wine become more competitive as rice wine consumption
continues to expand. The shelflife of rice wine lies in the quality of bubod (starter
culture) used for production. The availability of bubod manufactured through
hygienic and reliable method will therefore provide more income to wine producers.
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As such, there is a vital need for the determination of the fermentation efficiency

and storage stability of laboratory-prepared (rejuvenated) bubod to ensure the
production of rice wine with superior and consistent quality in every batch. Bubod
was rejuvenated fifteen times using commercial mother bubod in the first
rejuvenation. Bubod samples were evaluated for microbial load and efficiency in
producing rice wine. Furthermore, .the rice wines were assessed for physicochemical and sensory properties. Despite the large difference in the bacteria (xl 0'
cfulg), yeast (x I O~ cfulg) and mold (x I 0' cfulg) count of each of the fifteen
rejuvenated bubod, the alcohol content {l7.95 to 22.15%), pH{3.67 to 3.81), and all
sensory properties of the resulting rice wine were comparable to each other. The
highest intensity of sweetness, aroma, overall acceptability, total soluble solids
and lowest acidity was obtained from the bubod rejuvenated for the ninth time.
Meanwhile, the yield obtained ranged from 1,095 to 1,350 ml per kg of glutinous
rice.
The first rejuvenated bubod was also evaluated for its storage stability from
oto 6 months at refrigerated temperature and rice wine was produced every month.
Wine from 3 month old bubod had the highest alcohol content and overall
acceptability. Bacteria and yeast coUnt decreased as the month of bubod 'storage
increased and resulting wine decreased in overall acceptability and sweetness
after 3 months.
This study Sl10wed that good quality wine can still be obtained even up to
fifteen rejuvenations and the first rejuvenated'bubod can be best stored for 0 to 3
months at refrigerated temperature.
Keywords: bubod(starter culture), overan acceptability, physicochemical properties,
ric.e wine, sensory properties
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Dissipation of total r(' sid l/al oxidants (TRO) after electrochemica l treatillent
of irnulated seawater was in vesti gated as an in itial step For obt3 11ling opera ting
factors tha t can be app li ed to large sca le hrimp aquac ultlll'e pond that use
electrolys is fur ammonia removal. (Exees TRO after eiectTolytic removal of ammonia
are usua ll y di ssi pated ill the fi eld by aeratio n, to reduce them to leve ls not harmful
to shr imp).
Diss ipat ion experimen ts at varying aeration le vels (after clectl"olysis) and
in it ial TRO concentTations were co nducted. Resu lts show that at the range of
aeration riltes studi ed, the TRO decreasE'd with tim e, coupled with an in creas in
pH . The rate of d issi pation was foun d to increase tn ttially with increasing aeratio n
rat es, bu t eventua ll y leveled off wi th tim e. Mathemarica ana lys is was done on
the data to ob tain eng ineer ing relatio!1sli ip th, [ co uld be Llsed for ca le up and
ope ration in large 'ca le aquaculture pond .
KeywordS: to tall-esidual oxidant, ai r tTipping, electroly is, Ji ss ipati on, rate
con stan t
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CH EMICAL CO:\'lPOSITlO~'1 ANU RI-Il:OLOGICAL BEIlAVIOR OF
I'ASALENG KAOUMTE CLAY J)EPOSITS OF
PAGUI)PUD, ILOCOS NORTE
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C. Pondo, and Fe B. Pungtillan

Department of Ceram ic Engineerin g Co llege of Engineering
Ma riano arcos State Un ivers ityBatac, 2906 I locos None
TeJ.. - 63 77792 2573 Fa : 1-6377 792 2633
Email : dondon~ond(lcyahoo . com
Th is research stu dy was conducted to delermin e the chemica l com posi tion
and to eva luate rile rheologica l behav ior of Pa aleng kaol inll e cl y for its potential
LIlilization in the pro ducti on of ceramic \\"hitewares. Phys ical properti es such as
pal·tide size. di str ibuti on and chemica l com·position of the raw d ay sa lTlple were
determ in ed to know the approx imate amount of kaol inite day mi nera ls which
governed thei r rheo log ica l heha vior. Th e raw cla y sa mples underwent beneficiat ion
process tllrough sed ime1ll3t ion met hod .
Th ree tes t tr ial. cons isted of be neficiated Pasale ng kao linit, cla y powder
made into flui d suspensio n (clay ' lip) with a clay-water ratiu of I: I and 1:2 and to
whieh was aeld ed a dcfloccul ant. uch as sod ium sili cate and sod iu m ca rbonate.
Th e test clay sl ips were thoroughly mixed in an electric blender fo r 2,3,5. and 7
mi nut es. The rheo log ical prope.rty like spec ifi c grav it y wa:; determined usin g tll<-
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specific gravity :cup method and viscosity was measured by Zahn-cup method.
Methylene blue index (MBI) and cation exchange capacity (CEq of clay slip were
alsn determined to measure the specific surface area of kaolinite mineral present in
the Pasaleng clay deposits.
Results show that the particle si~ distribution of Pasaleng kaolinite clay
consisted of 46.25% retain in 40 mesh, 7.48% retain in 50 mesh, 1.67% retain in 60
mesh. 5.45% retain in 80 mesh, 2.78%retain in 120 mesh, 1.66%retain in 140 mesh,
2.56 retain in 200 mesh and 31.60% passed in 200 mesh. Pasaleng kaolinite clay
consisted of52.58% SiO" 26.42%AI,o" 0.53% Fe,o,. 0.67% Ti02, 2.49% MgO.
0.43% CaO, 4.52% Na,o, 0.94% 1<..,0 and 10.98% loss of ignition. The calculated
kaolinite clay mineral was 40.61 %. Increased stirring time increased the specific
gravity of the slip. The calculated viscosities of the clay slip with and without
defloculants increased as the Zahn-cup orifice diameter became larger.
The results of this study revealed that different deflocculants had different
effects on clay properties and therefore controlled rheological characteri~tjcs.
Keywords: kaolinite clay, chemical composition, and rheological behavior
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The authors have synthesized Zn-doped PbTiO (PTa) using $ 01 id-state
sintering method. To be able to produced PTO, stoichiometric amount of PbO, TiO
and ZnO were mixed and ground. The mixtures were then pressed into pellet and
calcined at SOO°C. After calcining, the samples were again ground and pressed
into pellet. After which, the samples wer,e sintered at 1, 100 "c. Xray- Diffraction
(XRD) were used to verifY the existence ofPTO in the sample. Differential Thermal
Analysis (DTA) shows the thermal profile of the samples. Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) shows the flattening and fusing of grains of sample with 5%
Zn mole fraction . The 5% Zn mole fraction also exhibit the lowest melting point
among the different concentration prepared.
Keywords: PbTiO, Solid-state sintering
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MORPHOLOGICAL EVOLUTION OF DIVERSE ZINC OXIDE
NANOS1RUCll.lRES
Ian Harvey J.Arellano"",l, Eduardo R. Magdaluyo" DenisAquin<r,
Roland V. Sannagoland Leon M. Payawan, ,Jr'
Nanostructures and Surrnce Chemistry Research Laboratory,
Institute of Chemistry, College of Science
2 Department of Mining, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering,
College of Engineering
3 Materials Science and Engineering Program, College of Science
University of the Philippines, Diliman, Quezon City 110 I Philippines
E-mail: iarellano@chcm.upd.cdu.ph
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The morphological evolution of diverse zinc oxide (ZnO) crystal habits was
invcstigated via hydrothermal and carbothermal methods. The mechanism for the
hydrothermal growth of ZnO nanowhiskers and its self-assembly to form
nanoflowers and nanoblades are presented. ZnO nanoflowers and nanoblades
were grown on a copper strip using zinc acetate dihydrate and ethanolamine as
precursors at 65°C. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was employed to deduce
the mechanism of growth as a function of substrate's. exposure time to the reaction
mixturc. Flowerlike structures were observed due to clustering at a common seed
site to minimize the strain due to lattice mismatch. The shape specificity at higher
exposure time is directly attributed to the shape assumed by the nucleation seeds
developed at the onset of the reaction. Overexposure of the substrate leads to
masking of the ordered nanostructure due to extensive deposition terminating to
film formation on the surfuce. Carbotherrnal reduction was done on a mixture of
ZnO and activated charcoal at valying ratie. Morphological probing using scanning
electron microscope (SEM) on the substrate revealed that a specifio structure was
localized at a certain region on the substrate. This regionalization is due to the
difference in the degree of exposure of the substrate to the vapor of the precur~or
as a result of the vapor current induced by the setup. The presence of a vapor
current results to inhomogeneity of the boundary diffusion layer causing the
production of various regions in the substrate containing different structures like
nanowires, microrods, microtubes and tetrapods. The as-grown nanostructures
adapted the hexagonal crystal lattice ofZnO as shown from xray diffraction (XRD)
data. The photoluminescence spectra of tbese structures were taken and a band
gap emission at arow.ld 390 nm was observed corresponding to a band gap energy
of3.20eV.
Keywords: zinc oxide, carbothermal reduction, hydrothermal, crystal habit

